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TECHNICAL EVOLUTION AND OPERATION 
OF FRENCH C0 2 COOLED REACTORS (UNGG) 

ABSTRACT 
The technical evolution of the five French CO2 cooled 

reactors (UNGG) from 1981 to 1986 needs to be outlined. These 
technical evolutions concerned the fuel element of Bugey 1 which 
is now slightly enriched, as well as the load reduction operation 
required by the grid. In addition work in underway to increase 
the safety at the two St Laurent units, or to repair the hot 
steel upper-structures of Chinon-3 unit. 

1. INTRODUCTION 
The technical evolution of the five French CO2 cooled 

reactors (UNGG) from 1981 to 1986 needs to be outlined. This 
evolution will be illustrated by examples taken from a survey 
made at each nuclear power plant. I will speak of the steel 
corrosion and the repairs (ISIS) at the Chinon-3 unit, the 
erosion - corrosion of heat exchanger and safety at the two 
St Laurent units, the graphite corrosion and the load-reduction 
operation at Bugey. 

Evolution in the last years is illustrated by figure 1 which 
gives the cumulated load factors of each unit and the predicted 
cumulated load factor quoted PEON. One can see the shutdown for 
repair at Chinon-3 unit started on May 4, 1984. But figure 1 does 
not give a correct idea of the availability factor of the last 
two years ; from now on, the predominance of nuclear generation 
in the French electrical network will require the nuclear units 
to take part in load-following and frequency adjustment of the 
grid. In France the PWR units equiped with the control mode G 
allowing power variations are cheaper than UNGG units. Also the 
grid requires load reduction of the UNGG reactors. 

2. THE CHINON NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
Three UNGG nuclear reactors are located in Chinon. 
. The CHINON-Al reactor which shutdown definitively in 1973 

now serves as a museum and this since February 3, 1986. 
. The CHIN0N-A2 reactor was shutdown for economical reasons 

in June 1985 after 20 years in operation. Its cumulative load 
factor was 73.7 7. i.e. close to the PEON prediction (figure 1), 
and have a last run of 869 days without scram. The management of 
the fuel load was optimized and during the last 8 months no new 
fuel element was loaded. The radial shuffling of fuel elements 



and the overmoderation obtained with the feeding of the fuel 
chanel by graphite log provided the needed reactivity to operate 
and produced 970 GWeh of extra electricity. The average availabi
lity factor of the last five years was 86 % with a maximum of 
94.5 % in 1984. During the life of this reactor, 133,374 fuel 
elements were loaded with only 6 clad failures. Some shuffled 
fuel elements are now in hot cells for examination. Good results 
are expected and the radial shuffling will be planned for the 
end-of-life of other UNGG reactors in order to save fuel. Table I 
shows the reliability of UNGG fuel elements. 

RELIABILITY OF FUEL ELEMENTS (30/06/86) 

Number of Graphite Core fuel elements 
SICRAL F1 

Annular fuel element 
SICRAL F1 

. unloaded 
fuel 

elements 
. loaded 

fuel 
elements 
clad 

failures 

369,020 

542,250 

10 

75,550 

88,140 

3 

failure rate < 2 10"5 < 4 10~5 

TABLE I 

. Thé CHINON-3 reactor has been shutdown since May 4, Î984 
in order to repair the steel corroded upper structure of the 
reactor. Figure 2 shows a vertical section of this unit. The 
corrosion did not have the same consequences on the Chinon-A2 
reactor whose structures were bolted instead of welded (figure 3), 
nor on the subsequent reactors because the CO2 steel corrosion 
was already known. This operation of structure repairing is cal
led ISIS and the cost up to mid-1987 will amount to 300 MF. The 
erection of a building was necessary to shelter a true-scale 
model of a sixth of the upper structure. Rigorous 
correspondence between the model and the upper structure is 
obtained by a laser telemetry done on the reactor. Five robots 
are necessary : three on the reactor, i.e., one for the camera, 
one for the tools and one for the metal to be welded. The two 
others are on the model for learning purposes. The reactor will 
operate again in mid-1987. Steel corrosion was responsible for 



the nominal power lowering : 360 MWe instead of 480 MWe (see 
Table II). On the other reactors, the nominal power was reduced 
for different reasons. But local defects where steel corrosion 
is involved have been noted and their evolution is being careful
ly wacched. 

POWER OF UNGG REACTOR 

UNIT Design Power 
(MWe) 

Effective Power 
(MWe) Difficulty 

CHINON A-2 
CHINON A-3 480 360 Stell corrosion 

SL1 480 390 ) erosion-corrosion 
SL2 515 515 ) on heat exchanger 
Bugey 540 540 graphite corrosion 

TABLE II 

3. THE BUGEY NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 
A UNGG unit is located on the Bugey nuclear power plant. 

This unit differs from the others in its fuel elements which are 
externally and internally cooled, as well as in the C02 pressure 
which is 43 bars instead of 29 bars. These two factors allow for 
a greater specific power. But high specific power and high pres
sure mean high rate of graphite corrosion. The maximum local gra
phite corrosion measured is 22.4 7. at 8.58 aepp (year equivalent 
full power). The mechanical behavior of such a corroded block is 
poor, and mechanical and seismic calculations are under way in 
order to evaluate a maximum acceptable level of corrosion and to 
determine the remaining lifetime of the reactor. To day the life
time is estimated to be 2 aepp. So this unit is now considered as 
an energy tank. In France the marginal cost of PWR is the chea
pest and these reactors operate in load following mode. So from 
an economical point of view the grid necessitates a load reduc
tion of these UNGG reactors. Therefore, the optimal management 



of this energy tank prompts the operator to define several ope
ration levels acceptable by the fuel and the reactor (Table III). ' 

OPERATION LEVEL 

Power (MWe) Comment 

540 

470 

400, 300, 200 

Exceptional grid demand 

No more than 500 hours/year 

Normal operation level upon grid demand 

Ten times a year. 

TABLE III 

This operating mode requires more from the fuel elements, 
so in order to increase the load-reduction number the fuel beha
vior is examined in hot cells. To reduce the graphite corrosion, 
methane is injected into the CÛ2 with a 450 VPM level. The decom
position of methane produces a carboxyhydrogenated deposit which 
reduces the heat transfer from the fuel, and the reactivity with 
the neutron capture on hydrogen. The high hydrogen content in the 
stack has made necessary the use of a slightly enriched uranium 
(0.76 % instead of 0.72 %) since June 28, 1984. This enriched 
fuel gives better power distribution, and flexibility. Tv 2 low 
increase in cost is compensated for by saving fuel in the outer 
part of the reactor. To increase the burnup of the outer fuel 
radial shuffling is not used at the moment. 

4. THE SAINT-LAURENT NUCLEAR POWER PLANT 

Two UNGG units called SL1 and SL2 are located on this site. 
Figure 4 shows a vertical section of the SL1 reactor. The SL2 unit 
is very similar, as is the Vandellos unit in Spain. The nominal 
power was reduced (Table II) because of a erosion-corrosion problem 
of the heat exchanger. This phenomenon originated from a concep
tion flaw, and the vaporization level was changed in reducing the 
power. Meanwhile, during the first operating years, the exchanger 
was affected by erosion-corrosion, and today some leaks still occur. 

HEAT EXCHANGER LEAK NUMBER 

UNIT leak number 

SL1 39 

SL2 15 

Vandellos 82 

TABLE IV 



The heat exchangers are divided into two separate parts and 
the leaks affected mainly one of the two halves in both SL1 and 
Vandellos. So, some other phenomenon may also be involved. The 
water quality is important, and at Vandellos better results were 
recently obtained with AMP than with morpholine. 

Over the last five years, however, work has bsen focussed on 
a reexamination of the Safety Report in the light of feedback 
experience. Among these works are : 

. EAR use as ultimate emergency system. 

. The building of an indépendant emergency control room 
named BUS. 

. Increasing blowing availability by reducing the common-
causes failure with fire retarding bulkheads and the separation 
of cableway, and by supplying auxiliary sets with main steam. 

. The possibility, in case of scram, of feeding turboblower 
with low quality main steam. This forced running provides more 
than half an hour of blowing. 

. The use of false tulip-shaped fittings on each fuel chan
nel in order to prevent plugging. 

In addition to the erosion-corrosion problem and work on 
safety, a third point concerning the two Saint-Laurent units is 
a thirty-year extension of their life. To achieve this extension, 
the consequences of steel and graphite corrosion will have to be 
studied. 

5. CONCLUSION 
Nuclear UNGG power plants today are somewhat overshadowed 

by PWR reactors which, in France, produce more than 65 % of all 
electricity generated at the lowest cost. 

Nevertheless, there is reason to be proud of the fact that 
these UNGG reactors, with which France entered the nuclear age, 
have aged well despite their early flaws and discontinued commer
cial development. These flaws, steel and graphite corrosion, 
erosion-corrosion of heat exchangers, were compensated by an 
acceptable reduction of the nominal power. ISIS work showed the 
realism of a large-scale undertaking on upper reactor internals. 

The Chernobyl event has widened the field of our safety 
research on the UNGG reactor type. Indeed, we now need to find 
the right things to do in case of a severe accident. For instance, 
the use of lead would be ill-advised because it would create an 
eutectic with the magnesium fuel clads. 

* heat exchanger cooling the outage unit. 
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ENSEMBLE DU RÉACTEUR 
Coupe verticale 

28.500 ^ . 132.300 

Non : lu lurbojoufllenie f i l ramena» dan« la plan da coupa. 

Teniion appliquée ft chaque cible 
Longueur Inula d*« cibla» 
Poidl au mèire de chaque cibla 
Ceint, sup. » ceini. inf. 
Dalla «up. » dalle inf. 

185 1 elfe. 
191.5 km 

12.3 kg 
11.4 km 
37,8 km 


